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Big 4 urged to pass the cut on fast and in full after 
pocketing hundreds of millions since May  

• Big banks expected to hold back up to 10 basis points  
• Delays passing on May cut denied borrowers $109m in rate relief  
• ANZ earns an extra $30m since holding on to 6 basis points of May cut 

 

Tuesday 2 August 2016: The Big 4 banks are being urged to pass on today’s RBA 
rate cut fast and in full or risk losing their loyal borrowers who are likely to be pursued 
with aggressively low rates from non-bank lenders, says Mozo.com.au.  
 
“We expect the big banks to hold back as much as 10 basis points of today’s cut with 
their margins under threat from the cost of funding pressures brought on by stronger 
regulatory requirements,” says Mozo Director Kirsty Lamont.  
 
“However, home loan customers are unlikely to be sympathetic towards the big 
banks which have failed to pass on cuts in full, hiked rates out of cycle and delayed 
passing on rate relief to home loan customers.” 
 
Mozo says ANZ has pocketed around $30 million since May by failing to pass on the 
full 25 basis point cut, while the Big 4 made a collective $109 million by delays of up 
to 3 weeks in passing on the May cut to borrowers. 
 
“The good news for home borrowers is that non-banks are not subject to the 
heightened regulations that are increasing cost of funding pressures for the big 
banks, so they may bring out rock bottom rates to entice customers,” says Lamont.  
 
“In May, we saw Westpac, NAB and CommBank pony up and pass on the cut in full, 
but without a looming election and the threat of a Royal Commission into the banks, 
loyal home loan customers may not be so fortunate this time round,” says Lamont.  
 
Mozo says half the lenders in its database passed on the May rate cut in full, while 
two lenders even passed on cuts above 25 basis points. The average rate cut across 
all lenders was 21 basis points.  
 
“Since the May cut we’ve seen a number of lenders introduce variable rates staring 
with a 3, and with the lowest variable rate currently sitting at 3.59%, savvy borrowers 
may be able to save even more by switching to lenders that pass this cut on in full,” 
says Lamont.   
 
Borrowers can compare 478 home loans online using Mozo’s Home Loan 
comparison tool at https://mozo.com.au/home-loans. 
 
Big 4 earnings by delaying passing on May rate cut and not passing on in full  
 

Provider	 No.	of	days	to	
pass	on	rate	cut	

Additional	interest	by	
delaying	passing	on	rate	cut	

Additional	interest	over	
one	year	by	not	passing	

on	full	cut	
Per	day	 Total 

ANZ 9 $1.4m $12.8m $124.5m	

Commbank 16 $2.4m $37.7m n/a	
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NAB 12 $1.4m $16.9m n/a	

Westpac 19 $2.2m $41.9m n/a	

TOTAL	BIG	4:	 $7.4m	 $109.3m	  
Source: Mozo.com.au 
 

-ENDS- 
  
Notes on calculations:  
Total housing loans data of Big 4 banks taken from APRA Monthly Banking Statistics 
March 2016. Calculations based on additional interest earned at 25bp on these loans for 
the time period between the RBA cash rate effective date and each bank's effective date. 
Additional interest earned on housing loans over one year based on the difference 
between the full 25bp rate cut and the rate cut passed on to customers. 
 
For data or interviews contact: 
Kirsty Timsans or Kirsty Lamont at Mozo  
PH: 02 9037 4375 or 0400 411 148 
E: Kirsty.timsans@mozo.com.au or kirsty.lamont@mozo.com.au   
 
About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo compares 1,800 products from 200 banking, insurance and energy providers to 
help over 300,000 Australians find a better deal each month via its award winning 
comparison tools and calculators. Mozo is proud to partner with some of the 
country's biggest online publishers, making it one of the most visited comparison 
sites in Australia. 


